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AN EXAMPLE OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION

The Concept

This project presentation it’s a way to back up one’s talk with an idea for an ECO Solution project. 

This example promotes our Integration Solutions starting from our personal and corporate 

experience and our products portfolio:

- It’s a step forward to better understand the ‘integration’ concept we promote

- It’s a package of devices to install to save energy

- It’s an integral part of the Energy Solution promotion

The Targets

- Propose to you a high energy efficiency solutions because we care for the environment and to 

your energy bill

- Help you to create not only a single prj, but a ‘showroom’ and a business through connection to 

PlantVisorPRO and RemotePRO

- This project it’s a training-on-field

- As a final result generate more sales



RemotePRO

A powerful and effective ally for maintenance managers who want to 

keep the situation under control at all times. Any malfunctions are 

promptly signalled, and can be managed over a remote connection 

without physically needing to go on site:

• notifications via email and SMS;

• documents and notes relating to the system can be shared;

• different system access profiles;

• continuous control of correct system operation via sign-of-life;

• centralised management of units by corresponding local supervisors.

PlantVisorPRO

PlantVisorPRO is the CAREL monitoring and management system for 

complete control and optimisation of refrigeration and air-conditioning

systems. The interface can be customised for displaying and 

configuring the system. PlantVisorPRO guarantees remote access to 

all the devices in the system: the web server function makes internet 

connection easy.

The products portfolio



pLoads

pLoads is the innovative CAREL controller for intelligent management 

of energy consumption; it significantly reduces waste, bringing 

considerable savings in terms of costs for the end user.

- Planning of connected loads

- Load cutoff

- Multiple energy meter and consumption management

pChrono

pChrono is the innovative CAREL controller for managing supermarket 

lights. It can also be used to manage other loads that require precise 

and customised scheduling. pChrono is completely integrated into the 

PlantVisorPRO supervisory system

- Lighting management

- Timed device management

- Pump management

- 10A power socket management

- Universal functions

The products portfolio



ECO-HVAC & ENERGY, plugin

Supermarkets are complex systems of independent devices, often 

integrated into a supervisory system. ENERGY provides local reports, 

while ECO-HVAC ensure interaction between these within the system:

- HVAC Smart Start

- Smart night purge

- Geo-Lighting

Energy meters

They are useful additions to the Retail sistema range. These energy 

meters are precise measuring instruments designed to monitor the 

main electrical parameters and instant and total power consumption of 

the connected loads.

- Single phase

- Three phases

- Wireless sockets

The products portfolio



Energy optimization project

The CAREL system here proposed provides different

standard controllers, as:

- PlantVisorPRO, as BMS system

- pChrono, lighting and generic loads management

- pLoads, energy solution for cut-loads needs

- emeters (emeter1, emeter3, wireless plug)

- Wireless sensors, for an easy and fast installation

- Energy plugin, for local energy data analysis

RemotePRO for data analysis



Energy optimization project

pLoads, for the 
energy monitoring…
CAREL emeters
connect to our BMS, 
PlantVisorPRO, also by 
wireless

Main power

consumption

Lights

Air

Conditioning
Other loads

Other

loads

pLoads overview



Energy optimization project

pChrono, for loads
monitoring and 
optimization, lights
scheduling, alarm
management, etc…

Router 

Bridge
pCOe

pChrono overview



The Maps (1/4)

PlantVisorPRO

Supports jpg for 
customized user
interface that can 
be populated with 
sensitive areas, 
information as
Total Power
consumption, 
External
temperature and 
humidity, etc.

By a brouser
different user can 
access to, by 
different profiles.

Energy optimization project



The Maps (2/4)

Energy optimization project

Details, step by 
step…



The Maps (3/4)

Sensitive areas
can link the 
specific energy
meter that collect
power
consumption of 
the that specific
load.

Energy optimization project



The Maps (4/4)

Energy analysis

PlantVisorPRO 
has dedicated
standard pages
to show the 
performance of 
each single 
CAREL emeters, 
providing
information of 
daily
consumption

Energy optimization project



The PlantVisorPRO 

Energy Plugin

provides information 

of total and group

loads

consumptions; you

can group different

energy meters and 

deep on analysis

Energy optimization project



Daily/Mountly/Yearly

view, day by day, 

group by group

energy consumption

analysis…

Energy optimization project



An xls file can be 

download from PVP 

to to analys deep

the consumptions

and schedule future 

actions

Energy optimization project



pChrono device

user interface on 

PlantVisorPRO. 

The SI wireless 

sensors read

information of 

T/H/LUX, while the 

wireless plugs

optimized the 

consumption of the 

loads as coffe 

machine, boilers, 

etc.by pChrono 

integrated

scheduler

Focus on pChrono device (1/4)

Energy optimization project



pChrono user

interface for 

wireless plug

scheduling, manual

operating mode, 

etc.

Focus on pChrono device (2/4)

Energy optimization project



pChrono user

interface for 

wireless sensors to 

collect information 

of temperature, 

humidity, brightness

managing alarms

when thresholds is

overwite.

You can name the 

sensors to identify

where they are 

located.

Focus on pChrono device (3/4)

Energy optimization project



pChrono supports

special functions as

alarm log, DIN 

reading, dampers

management, ect.

Focus on pChrono device (4/4)

Energy optimization project



By RemotePRO you can merge 

all Data Consumption from 

different sites to make analisys, 

comparison and provide reports 

to different users…

Data consumption collection (1/3)

Energy optimization project



Data consumption collection (2/3)

Energy optimization project



Lights A/C

Loads Others

Ext.Temp.

Data consumption collection (3/3)

Energy optimization project
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